
This QC rig link allows you to change your hooklink in seconds to adapt to conditions.
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ADVERTORIAL

Most carp waters these 
days are under constant 
pressure, and although 
location and bait skills 

are essential for success, unless 
you present your hookbait 
correctly you may still struggle  
for a bite.

With rigs you certainly don’t have 
to overcomplicate things, but using 
quality materials, tying reliable 
knots and checking the point of 
your hook between casts are all 
basic skills that should not be 
overlooked. Having an 
understanding of the type of bottom 
you are fishing on should help you 
identify the best rig and correct 

components for that situation. And 
if you are sure that fish are present 
and feeding, but not accepting your 
hookbait, then making the correct 
changes to your rig should also 
make a quick impact.

Strip off
Coated braids offer a huge degree of 
versatility to carp anglers, and one 
simple rig can be transformed into a 
stiff, hinge or combi system. The  
30 Plus ready-tied Skin Coated Rig 
is an ideal choice, as it comes ready 
to go as a complete fully coated 
hooklink stiff rig. But make just one 
or two simple adjustments and you 
can transform this rig into a hinge or 

use various hair lengths throughout 
a session without having to tie up a 
different rig every time. Another 
thing worth noting on this type of 
rig is the short, curved section of rig 
tubing which helps to turn the hook 
once it enters the carp’s mouth.  
A good-quality, sharp hook should 
then easily catch hold in the mouth 
before the fish has had time to eject 
the bait.

Switching from a single bait to a 
double presentation is another piece 
of fine tuning that can transform a 
session. Carp can find a double bait 
very hard to deal with, especially 

when they have wised up to other, 
more popular types of presentation.

Fluorocarbon
This stiff material sits tight to the 
bottom and offers excellent  
anti-eject properties. There is 
nothing complicated about straight 
fluorocarbon hooklinks, but for 
maximum effectiveness you should 
ensure they are straight and the 
knots are properly tightened.

The 30 Plus ready-tied version is 
a very good example of a decent 
fluorocarbon hooklink, and a very 
good choice if you find this stiff 
material hard to tie.

If you are casting a long way then 
a short, stiff fluorocarbon hooklink 
is a very good choice, because it will 
add distance and is tangle-free. It 
goes without saying that in clear 
waters these hooklinks can be 
harder for carp to detect than any 
other type.

Lead safety clips
It is probably fair to say that this 
style of lead set-up is the most 
popular among carp anglers, but it 
needs to be put together in the 
correct way to gain the full benefit.

First, all the components, such as 
the swivel and tail rubber, should fit 
perfectly. The clips from 30 Plus 
have been designed to fit the 
company’s swivels and rubbers 
properly. This ensures that the lead 
will hold on powerful casts, yet 
‘drop off’ should it get jammed at 
any stage.

If the swivel is loose, then the clip 
will run up the line during a fight 
and not ditch the lead.

One important procedure to carry 
out is always to moisten the clip 
before you slide the tail rubber over. 
This ensures the set-up will drop 
the lead whenever necessary.

combi set-up.
To create a simple hinged rig from 

one of these ready-tied rigs, all you 
need to do is strip back 2mm of the 
coating around 3cm-4cm above the 
hook. This small flexible section 
ensures the pop-up will sit 
perfectly, and the stiff final 
hooklink section makes it extremely 
hard for a fish to eject.

Hair length
Very few anglers use adjustable 
hairs, even though they may fish 
with several different-sized baits 
during one session on the same rig.

A rig such as the 30 Plus 
Adjustable Stinger allows you to 

fiNe
tUning Customised rigs will 

get you more runs – 
especially on those 
pressured waters...

This Skin Coated Rig is stripped back just 2mm 

above the putty to create a pop-up hinge rig.

Fluorocarbon hooklinks are heavy and stiff, so they lay 
tight to the bottom and are very hard for carp to eject.

Adjust your hair 
length or try a double 
bait if runs dry up.

Using 
quality 

materials, 
tying 

reliable 
knots and 
checking 
the point 

of your 
hook are 
all basic 

skills

Always 
moisten the 
clip before 
sliding on the 
tail rubber.

Clips and tail 
rubbers should 
match the lakebed.


